Privacy Policy

This Privacy Policy is valid for interaction between Users of the 45th IAA World Congress in St. Petersburg website – iaaworldcongress.org (here and after – the Event) and the Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova, the owner and operator of the website iaaworldcongress.org

Data gathering

When filling (saving) a User’ personal data in a Personal Account, located on the iaaworldcongress.org website, a User on his/her own will and in his/her interests grant his/her permission to the Individual entrepreneur (registered at the address: 5th Podbelskogo drive, 4A/5, flat 11, Moscow, Russia) for processing his/her personal data under the following conditions:

- The way of personal data processing is automatic
- Permission is valid for processing of the following data: surname, first name, second name, gender, date and place of birth, passport details (citizenship, series and number, who and when issued the document), home address (registration and fact), phone numbers (work/mobile), information about place of work/study, personal photo.

The purpose of the personal data processing is realization of a policy, dedicated to:

- Fulfilment of agreement by the Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova on a User’ participation in the Event, and/or organization of a User’ entering to the territory of the Event;
- Fulfilment of requirements of the Russian Federation Law.

During personal data processing, the following actions are undertaken: gathering, recording, checking, systematization, adding, storing, updating (updating, changing), extracting, using, transfer (distribution, providing, accessing), redacting, blocking, deleting, termination.

Personal data transfer to a third party is executed:

- Basing on the Rules, fixed by the Russian Federation Law;
- Basing on the agreement with participation of a User or User’ confirmation

User’ right for data changing

It is important, that we have precise and accurate data. A User may send a request for changing his/her personal data, addressing via e-mail or phone to his/her contact person. Relevant contacts are available in the Personal Account on the Event website.

User’ right for data deleting

A User has a right to request deleting of his/her personal data via sending a written request to the Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova in accordance with the procedure fixed by the Russian Federation Law.

The Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova terminates processing of personal data and deletes them within 1 (one) month starting the date of receiving a recall of agreement on personal data processing or within time limits, indicated in the laws in force, in case of absence of such recall. Starting the date of receiving by the Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova of a recall of agreement on personal data processing, agreement on organization of a User’ participation in the Event and a right for accessing the Event territory simultaneously terminates.

Information, which may be received from a User’ device when opening website or mobile app of the Event
1. Information about a User’ device location (based on the Internet data, mobile operator data, GPS signals). Goal: providing information to a User, when using the website or mobile app, about location of the Event venue and additional services, available for a User basing on his(her) location.

2. Information about operational system version and a User’ device model. Goal: analysis of possible mistakes in work and further development of the website and mobile app.

3. Information about IP-address and address of a network connection point. Goal: increasing security for a User, when using the website and mobile app.

4. Statistic data about using the website, pages viewed, actions of a User.

5. Cookie files.

**Third party websites and services**

This Privacy Policy is applicable only to the Event website. The Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova does not control and is not responsible for information of a third party, placed on websites, which a User may reach via links, available at the Event website. Such websites may gather or request other personal information, or make other actions.

We do not control such third party websites and are not responsible for their privacy policy. After leaving the Event website, we would advise a User to be acquainted with privacy policies on all visited websites.

**Data protection**

1. The Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova uses all proper physical, electronic and management procedures, to provide safety and security of data, gathered via the Event website and mobile app.

2. The Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova allows access to personal data for only those employees, agents, contractors and other involved persons, who need such information for fulfilling their job responsibilities. They work with a User’ personal data strictly in accordance with our instructions and also have responsibility to provide its privacy.

**Changes in the Privacy Policy**

The Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova reserves the right to make changes in this Privacy Policy, if the Event Administration considers it is necessary, or Law requires it.

In case of questions regarding Privacy Policy or data processing, a User may address to the Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova. Contacts of the Individual entrepreneur Elena Y. Reshetova are available at the official website in the Contacts.

All requests on privacy and personal data processing are forwarded to a special department, where specialists are assessing them and try to find a problem solution. If a problem requires more detailed consideration, specialists may get in touch with a User for receiving additional information.